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13- Evolutionary theory accepts the idea of an all
inclusive existence for all creatures and things within 
the ecosystem, i.e., the belief that life is an ongoing 
continuum from one stage of development to another. 
This incorporates the principles of reincarnation and 
similar Eastern mystic ideas. This precludes the 
necessity for a heaven and eternal life. 

14- When a population functions on the premise that there 
are no absolutes and that government can provide them 
with their every need and desire, its objectivity 
toward the Gospel message is almost completely 
destroyed. 

15- Such a philosophy would also preclude members of the 
royal family from fulfilling the mandate found in 
Ephesians 4:25: Therefore, having laid aside the lie, 
each one of you speak truth with his fellow believer, 
since ~1e are members of one another. 

16- Regardless of Satan's global designs, we know that we 
form the restraining influence which will provide the 
invisible incentive for Jesus Christ to control history 
in our behalf. 

17- Therefore, even though the unbelieving world is falling 
apart, members of the royal family are commanded to get 
along • ./ 

18- Throughout the Scriptures the Universal Church is given 
orders with regard to its general function and modus 
operandi. 

19- The method each member is to follow in carrying out 
these obligations is bound up within an honor code 
which is designed to establish an esprit de corps 
throughout the royal family. 

20- Therefore we are going to take a quick look at the 
/ l<,_ obligations of the royal family followed by the royal 

/ R~ family honor code. 

~/f Obligations of the Royal Family: 

1- The royal family on earth makes up what is known as the 
Universal Church. 

2- The Universal Church is thus scattered all over the 
face of the earth and functions in individual units 
called the Local Church. 



prehension is the only goal of read
ing instruction. Because it trains 
children to reason in a very limited 
manner, it is a model that we be
lieve could have serious political 
consequences in a country where 
the ability of the citizenry to read 
and think critically is an essential 
determinant of democratic gover
nance .... 

The common enemy, in the eyes of 
"progressive" educators, is clearly "literal 
comprehension" because of the implica
tions that words may represent absolute 
truth. An article on Derrida in Contem-

as the expression of the social 
semiotic, it serves at the same time 
as the means of transmitting it, and 
also of constantly modifying and 
reshaping it, as the child takes over 
the culture, the received system of 
meanings in which he is learning to 
share. 

... In this way a child, in the act 
of learning language, is also learn
ing the culture through language. 
The semantic system which he is 
constructing becomes the primary 
mode of transmission of the cul
ture. 

ism and superstition prevail as the 
means of knowing. 

Classroom Practice 
How does whole-language decon

structionism translate itself into clasr; 
room practice? First, the educator, 
deconstruct the English alphabetic sys
tem. That is, the nature of our alphabetic 
system is ridiculed and its benefits kept 
from the students. And so the teaching 
of phonics is strongly discouraged. Frank 
Smith, a leading whole-language propo
nent, writes in Reading Without Non
sense: 

porary Authors states that "deconstruc- Thus, those who control the teaching Children do not need a mastery 
tionism emphasizes the reader's role in of language to children can control the of phonics in order to identify 
extracting meaning from !'!"!'!'!"!~~~~~'!'!"!'!'!"!'!'!"!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ words that they have 
texts and the impossibil- not met in print before. 
ity of determining abso- For all intents and purposes, whole The very complexity 
lute meaning." language is a way of preventing and unreliability of 

the 166 rules and 
Controlling 
the Language 

children from becoming fluent, scores of exceptions 

A key to changing 
America into an amoral, 
Godless society is con
trolling how children 
learn language. Michael 

accurate phonetic readers. It is make it remarkable 
that anyone should 

a new way of creating academic think that the inability 

confusion and learning frustration. to use phonics ex
plains "Why Johnny 

Halliday, professor of linguistics at 
Australia's Sydney University and a 
leader in the development of whole-lan
guage philosophy, writes that "language 
comes to occupy the central role in the 
processes of social learning." He ex
plains: 

A child who is learning his 
mother tongue is learning how to 
mean. As he builds up his own 
meaning potential in language, he 
is constructing for himself a social 
semiotic [a system of signs and 
symbols]. Since language develops 
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future of our culture. It is the height of 
folly for parents concerned about moral, 
religious values to put their children in 
schools controlled by humanists, where 
12 years of Godless indoctrination will 
lead many of these children to forsake 
their religious roots for the destructive 
life-style of the Western pagan. 

The full implications of the whole
language movement cannot be appreci
ated or understood until we recognize 
that the cultural war we are in is being 
waged with an intensity never before 
seen in this country. That its philosophi
cal roots can be traced to the nihilist 
depths of deconstructionist philosophy 
should not surprise us, since the aca
demic world has become the spawning 
ground of every anti-religious idea of 
which the human mind can conceive. 

But not only do the whole-language 
. deconstructionists reject the concept of 
absolute truth as applied to the written 
word, they reject the very system of 
logical thinking that made Western 
civilization possible. They not only re
ject the Bible, they reject Aristotle's A 
is A. Their new formula is A can be 
anything you want it to be, which can 
only be the basis of a pre-literate or 
non-literate culture in which subjectiv-

still can't read." Once 
a child discovers that a word is in a 
meaningful context, learning to 
recognize it on another occasion is 
as simple as learning to recognize 
a face on a second occasion, and 
does not need phonics. Discovering 
what a word is in the tirst place is 
usually most efficiently accom
plished by asking someone, listen
ing to someone else read the word, 
or using context to provide a sub
stantial clue. 

In the same book, Smith writes: 

The spelling-to-sound corre
spondences of English are so con
fusing that in my judgment 
children who believe they can read 
unfamiliar words just by "bknd
ing" or ''sounding" them out are 
likely to develop into disabled 
readers, the type of secondary stu
dents who are condemned F,>r be
ing "functionally illiterate" because 
they do exactly what they have 
been taught and try to read by put
ting together the sounds of letters. 

Besides, I think it would be dif
ficult to exaggerate the complexity 
and unreliability of phonics. To 
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3- Although there may be millions of Local Churches, there 
is only one Universal Church, also known as The Body of 
Christ, the Royal Family or the Heavenly Community. 

4- While functioning as the invisible family of God in the 
hostile environment of the Devil's world, each member 
of the family is to conduct himself in a certain manner 
toward other members of the family. 

5- These obligations are stated in numerous passages of 
Scripture. We will note several but it will not be an 
exhaustive list. 

6- Believers must pray for those who are under persecution 
because of their faith in and worship of Jesus Christ. 
Acts 12: 

v 1 = 

v 2 = 

v 3 = 

v 4 = 

v 5 = 

Now about that time Herod the king laid hands 
on some who belonged to the church in order 
to mistreat them. 

And he had James the brother of John put to 
death with a sword. 

And when he saw that it pleased the Jews, he 
proceeded to arrest Peter also. Now it was 
during the days of Unleavened Bread. 

And when he had seized him, he put him in 
prison, delivering him to four squads of 
soldiers to guard him, intending after the 
Passover to bring him out before the people. 

So Peter was kept in the prison, but prayer 
for him was being made fervently by the 
church of God. 

7- Pastors are to defend the souls of the local body 
against the faculty of the Cosmic Academy. Acts 20: 

v 28 = 

v 29 = 

v 30 = 

Be on guard for yourselves and for all the 
flock among which the Holy Spirit has made 
you overseers, to shepherd the church of God 
which He purchased with His own blood. 

I know that after my departure savage wolves 
will come in among you, not sparing the 
flock; 

and from among your own selves men will 
arise, speaking perverse things, to draw away 
the disciples after them. 



take just one very simple example, 
how are the letters ho pronounced? 
Not in a trick situation, as in the 
middle of a word like shop, but 
when ho are the first two letters of 
a word? Here are eleven common 
words in each of which the initial 
ho has a different pronunciation -
hot, hope, hook, hoot, house, hoist, 
horse, horizon, honey, hour, hon
est. Can anyone really believe that 

doesn't make sense. The spoken word 
provides the correct pronunciation. It is 
the same with the word have, which is 
pronounced hav, even though it is in the 
same spelling family as cave, rave, save. 
But in a word like behave, the pronuncia
tion of the have is perfectly regular. 

A, B, C Importance 
The important characteristic of an al

phabetic writing system is that it is a 

a child could learn to identify thes~·e~":iii'!liiiiiDI----;:;:;~5j~l words by sounding out the 
letters? 

Obviously, Smith doesn't 
know how "intensive phonics" 
is taught. Children are taught the 
letter sounds in their spelling 
families. Thus, the child knows 
how to pronounce hot because it 
rhymes with cot, dot, pot. He 
knows how to pronounce hope 
because it rhymes with cope, 
mope, rope. He knows how to 
pronounce hook because it is in 
the same spelling family as 
book, cook, look. He knows how 
to pronounce all of these words 
not because they begin with ho 
but because he knows their 
spelling families. As for shop, 
after the child has been taught 
the sound the consonant digraph 
sh stands for, he can decode any 
number of words beginning with 
sh: ship, sham, shell, shut, etc. If 
Smith had ever taught intensive 
phonics, he'd know that there are mil
lions of children who have no problem 
learning how to read these words on the 
basis of their letters. 

What Smith doesn't say in his book 
is that an alphabetic writing system is a 
phonetic system that requires the reader 
to develop an automatic association be
tween letters and sounds. That auto
matic association can only be acquired 
by rote memorization so that the child 
doesn't have to think about the sounds 
the letters stand for. Our alphabetic sys
tem is 85 percent regular with 95 per
cent of the irregularities consisting of 
slight variations in vowel pronunciation. 

The reason children have little diffi
culty in mastering the irregular words is 
because their pronunciations are obvi
ous. For example, even though the word 
was is in the as/has spelling family, a 
child knows it is pronounced wuz sim
ply because waz is not a word and 
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phonetic representation of the spoken 
language. Meaning is derived when the 
written letters are articulated in speech 
or internally vocalized or subvocalized 
by the reader. Alphabetically written 
words are not ideographs or hieroglyph
ics. They are graphic representations of 
speech. Whole"language theorists reject 
this simple fact. Smith writes in Under
standing Reading: 

Written language does not re
quire decoding to sound in order to 
be comprehended; the manner in 
which we bring meaning to print is 
just as direct as the manner in 
which we understand speech. Lan
guage comprehension is the same 
for all surface structures. 

In other words, we should all read as 
if we were deaf and printed words were 
little pictures conveying meaning di-

rectly. But this is really impossible to 
do, for if we do not relate the printed 
word to its spoken equivalent, then we 
cannot think, for the thought process -
as opposed to daydreaming- is carried 
out through language, not through a se
ries of still pictures. In other words, 
whole-language educators see no differ
ence between the word man and the 
little picture of a man that might appear 
on a rest room door in an airport. To 
whole-language educators, both are 

little pictures. The authors of 
Whole Language: What's the 
Difference? write: 

Oral language, written lan
guage, sign language - each 
of these is a system of linguis
tic conventions for creating 
meanings. That means none is 
"the basis" for the other; none 
is a secondary representation 
of the other. 

Unfortunately, saying it doesn't 
make it so. Alphabetic writing is 
a representation of the spoken 
equivalent. That is what made a!- · 
phabetic writing superior to 
ideographic writing. For educa
tors not to know this is tanta
mount to an architect no• 
knowing how to read blueprints, 
or a concert pianist not knowing 
how to read music. In fact, al
phabetic writing is the same as 
musical notation in that both 

forms of writing stand for sounds. The 
written notes stand for musical sounds. 
The alphabetically written words stand 
for their articulated equivalents in 
speech. 

In short, whole-language educators 
are perpetrating a fraud. They are tell
ing parents that this is a new and better 
way of teaching children to read when, 
in reality, it is nothing of the sort. For 
all intents and purposes, whole language 
is a way of preventing children from be" 
coming fluent, accurate phonetic read
ers. It is a new way of creating reading 
disability, a new way of creating aca
demic confusion and learning frustra
tion, a new way of crippling a .:hild' s 
linguistic development. Whole-language 
teachers may think they are doing a 
wonderful job in their first-grade 
classes. After all, they don't have to 
pick up the pieces in the grades tl1D 
come after. • 
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v 31 a = Therefore be on the alert. 

8- The church is to function free of divisions through 
oneness of mind. 1 Corinthians 1: 

v 10 = 

v 11 = 

Now I exhort you, brethren, by the name of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, that you all agree and 
there be no divisions among you, but you be 
made complete in the same mind and in the 
same judgment. 

For I have been informed concerning you, my 
brethren, by Chloe's people, that there are 
quarrels among you. 

9- Believers are to resolve their own disputes among 
themselves thus ignoring the court system which is 
administered by unbelievers. 1 Corinthians 6: 

v 1 = 

v 5 = 

v 6 = 

v 7 = 

v 8 = 

Does any one of you, when he has a case 
against his neighbor, dare to go to law 
before the unrighteous, and not before the 
saints? 

I say this to your shame. Is it so that 
there is not among you one wise man who will 
be able to decide between his brethren 

but brother goes to law with brother and that 
before unbelievers? 

Actually, then, it is already a defeat for 
you that you have lawsuits with one another. 
Why not rather be wronged? Why not rather be 
defrauded? 

On the contrary, you yourselves wrong and 
defraud and that your brethren. 

10- The Eucharist must not be observed by those who are 
divided. 1 Corinthians 11: 

v 18 = 

v 19 = 

In the first place when you come together as 
a church I hear that divisions exist among 
you; and in part I believe it. 

For there must be factions among you in order 
that those who are approved may have become 
evident among you. 
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11- The body of Christ is able to function as an efficient 
unit due to the divine distribution of spiritual gifts. 
1 Corinthians 12: 

v 27 = 

v 28 = 

Now you are Christ's body and individually 
members of it. 

And God has appointed in the church, first 
apostles, second prophets, third teachers, 
then miracles, then gifts of healings, 
helps, administrations, various kinds of 
tongues. (3/8) 

12- However, the most efficient method of maintaining the 
efficient function of the local body of Christ is 
through the function of unconditional love. 
1 Corinthians 12: 

31 b = 

13:1 = 

v 4 = 

v 5 = 

v 6 = 

v 7 = 

v 8 = 

I show you a still more excellent way. 

If I speak with the tongues of men and of 
angels, but do not have unconditional love, I 
have become a noisy gong or a clanging 
cymbal. 

Unconditional love is patient, unconditional 
love is kind and is not jealous; 
unconditional love does not brag and is not 
arrogant, 

does not act unbecomingly; it does not seek 
its own, is not provoked, does not take into 
account a wrong suffered, 

does not rejoice in unrighteousness but 
rejoices with the truth; 

bears all things, believes all things, hopes 
all things, endures all things. 

Unconditional love never fails as a problem
solving device. 

13- The church is bound to comfort and pray for those who 
suffer. 2 Corinthians 1: 

v 8 = For we do not want you to be unaware, 
brethren, of our affliction which came to us 
in Asia, that we were burdened excessively, 
beyond our strength, so that we despaired 
even of life; 



14-

v 11 = 
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you also JOlning in helping us through your 
prayers, that thanks may be given by many 
persons on our behalf for the favor bestowed 
upon us through the prayers of many. 

~lembership in the Universal Church is made available to 
all men regardless of race, language, or nationality. 
Ephesians 3: 

v 6 = To be specific, the Gentiles are fellow heirs 
and fellow members of the body and fellow 
partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus 
through the gospel. 

15- The marriage of right man-right woman is to be a 
demonstration to the world of the relationship between 
Jesus Christ and His church. Ephesians 5: 

v 22 = 

v 23 = 

v 24 = 

v 25 = 

Wives be subject to your own husbands, as to 
the Lord. 

For the husband is the head of the wife, as 
Christ also is the head of the church, He 
Himself being Savior of the body. 

But as the church is subject to Christ, so 
also the wives ought to be to their husbands 
in everything. 

Husbands, love your wives, just as Christ 
also loved the church and gave Himself up for 
her. 

16- The husband's love for his wife is to be modeled after 
Christ's love for the church. Ephesians 5: 

17-

v 28 = 

v 29 = 

v 30 = 

So husbands ought also to love their own 
wives as their own bodies. He who loves his 
own wife loves himself; 

for no one ever hated his own flesh but 
nourishes and cherishes it, just as Christ 
also does the church, 

because we are members of His body. 

The baptism of the Holy Spirit 
believer into the body of 
demonstrated in marriage when 
become one flesh. Ephesians 5: 

at salvation places the 
Christ, a principle 

two people are said to 



v 31 = 

v 32 = 
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For this cause a man shall leave his father 
and mother and shall cleave to his wife; and 
the two shall become one flesh. 

This mystery is great; but I am speaking with 
reference to Christ and the church. 

18- A church functioning under genuine humility will extend 
genuine generosity toward visiting missionaries. 
3 John 

v 5 = 

v 6 = 

v 7 = 

v 8 = 

Beloved, you are acting faithfully 
whatever you accomplish for the brethren 
especially when they are strangers; 

in 
and 

and they bear witness to your love before the 
church; and you will do well to send them on 
their way in a manner worthy of God. 

For they went out for the sake of the Name, 
accepting nothing from the Gentiles. 

Therefore we ought to support such men, that 
we may be fellow workers with the truth. 

19- These examples indicate a number of things for which 
the Universal Church and the local church are held 
responsible. 

20- In order for believers in general and those in one 
geographic location in particular to function with 
oneness of mind requires the following: 

1- Submission to Scripture as the absolute source of 
divine revelation. 

2- Consistent advance in the inculcation of its 
doctrines and principles so that there is general 
understanding of the plan of God among the 
believers assembled. 

3- Adherence to a generally understood honor code so 
that emotional sins are held to a minimum. This 
will maintain an environment of enforced humility 
at worst and genuine humility at best. & 

7~, C4-t. "AIIJTto-tt"'.r'N't.f~tqff&r&.6.J.EcnvET£'tM'I, '.J,(,_,I!)-1), 8'/y/t?-A,~· .S 
21- While on my recent trip to Virginia I visited the 

campus of Washington and Lee University in Lexington 
where I learned of its honor code for students. This 
code is based on the laws of divine establishment with 
emphasis on the establishment commandments found in 
Exodus 20. 



; l$ce little incentive to sign 
nsurance when, by applying 
~ssure after a drought or 
1n prompt Congress to pass a 
ner package at no imrnedi-

' ::trification Adrninlstra
..,,_.,~era program created to 
city and telephone service to 
Sixty years ago, tew farms 
enlties; today, virtually all of 
e REA is a victim of its own 
:; it now searches for new 
nd on the services provided 
A better service would be to 
.ry and dissolve the agency. 
Lltion at the Farmers Home 
on would likely be felt even 
e as a lender of last resort to 
trapped farmers duplicates 
r lenders. Often, the loans 
he FmHA go to high-risk 

gressionai ;.;,:,;vort l ur con
tra aid would be imperiled 
if the office closings in the 

Northeast were carried out. The number 
of parties interested in preserving the 
status quo, including farmers, lobbyists 
and politicians both in the administration 
and on Capitol Hill, perpetually outnum
bers those looking to pare down the bu
reaucratic structure. 

While the Department of Agriculture 
needs more than a facelift1 at the very 
least it deserves a more accurate name. 
In order to reflect the true constituency 
of the agency, I thin'k the new title tor the 
USDA should be the "Department of Ag
riculture, Food and Forestry." A new 
name may not eliminate any red tape, 
but at least lt represents truth in packag
ing, and that's a start. 

John R. Block is president of the Na
tional-American Wholesale Grocers' As
sociation, Falls Church, Va. He was sec
retary of agriculture from 1981 to 1986. 
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.·J to operate against this 
tructure. 
1bjective of policy has been 
Lput, to improve efficiency 
tment of land, tabor and 
es. This goal has led to 

larger farms, factory-style techniques, as 
in every other industry, and bigger man
agement units - under capitalism and 
socialism alike. 

Philosophers and political leaders 
have been guided, also, by humanitarian 
motives, not just efficiency alone, al
though it has often seemed that humani
tarianism got little weight in the fac
tories and cities. But reducing the hard, 
dangerous work in farming certainly has 
been a factor. Karl Marx wrote admir~ 
ingly about the benefits of the capitalistic 
system in converting from feudalism: 

"It has created enormous cities, has 
greatly increased the urban population 
as compared with rural and has thus 
rescued a considerable part of the popu
lation from the idiocy of rural life." 

Marx thought, of course, that socialism 
could correct the evils of capitalism, but 
he found no fault with the gospel of 
economic growth and organization. 

In this age when the disadvantages of 
concentration in economic activity and 
social organization are becoming more 
apparent, perhaps we ·can rethink the 
benefits of big cities and the "idiocy" of 
rural life. Some large companies have 
seen gains from decentralizing their 
plants and the dwellings of their 
employees. 

Rural development of non-farm busi
ness, including much of food processing, 
with more part-time farming, might re~ 

'lieve the big-city pressure, might reduce 
drugs and crime - and improve living 
for many urban dwellers. 

Thomas Jefferson believed the stron
gest foundation for democracy was the 
independent family farm, with small 
towns, not big cities. He wrote, "I view 
great cities as pestilential to the morals, 
the health and the liberties of man." 

That was two centuries ago, when 
America had no big cities. We can see 
today what his warning was all about. 

Lauren Soth writes on agricultural and 
other public affairs from Des Moines. 
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Nation Losing Sight::~~ci~ 
. ..... ~- ...... 

Of Objective Truth :~":::,·:;--
. r;. -·· ... 

WASHINGTO!i.~.': 

On ABC's "Good Morning America" one. daY:,.~: 
last week, there was a discussion of fanilly.-,:: 

. values. One guest said he thought the d~Qn\-~.~.'~ 
tlon should mclude marriage between "people of···
different sexes" who rear responsible children and '~" 
so on. Another guest suggested that no one should'··" 1 

make such a list because people disagree about ·theuu. 
subject so much, and a hard-and-fast definition, ot,,...,.; 
family values would exclude people unfairly. 

In a microcosm that discussion illustrates wtiat ·fs' 
wrong with America: the abandonment of an objeC!' "" 
live standard for truth and the process by which'lt '." 
might be discovered. The argument that there· 
should be no fixed standard because some people 
might disagree with it is hypocritically applied .. 
Logically, if there is no objective standard for one 
agenda, there can be no standard for any. And, in 
tact, the left has universal standards based on politi
cally correct absolute truths. From the liberal so
cial perspective, for example, it is unarguable that 
there should be civil rights lor ali- as much, say, 
for prison inmates as their victims - and that. 
taxpayers should pay lor welfare abortions. 

G.K. Chesterton once observed that when people -· 
stop believing in God, the danger iS not that they·· 
will believe in nothing, but that they will believe in 
anything. That is precisely the point at which out., :: 
modern culture has arrived. . , .. ": _. 

In the current political campaign, issues are no .. 
longer debated as to their rightness or wrongneSs_.···::.: 
but according to polls. We see this particularly Willi- .. 
abortion, which has evolved from a discusSion~ J;:; 
about the value of a baby and the obligation: ci(.' 
govern.ment to protect life to one in which a w.om~:~.: 
an's "nghts" are supreme. ·~~~ ..... 

"What is Tr41h?" asked Pontius Pilate ot Jesus:rc:: 
was a rhetoric"§l question, not one that soughf aq ,.": 
answer. It also is the question of our day, and it has· · 
led us to the most empty and dangerous philosophjt ': · 
of all: pragmatism. The late philosopher FranciS~'" 
Schaeffer wrote, "Pragmatism, doing what seems to,~ ... ~ 
work without regard to fixed principles of righ.t,oz:,, .... 
wrong~ is largely in control. ... Expediency , , L 1~.~, ~ 
the accepted procedure. Absolute principles have .. 
little or no meaning in the place to which the 
decline of Western thought has come." 

If people can abort, divorce or engage in homo
sexual sex without being held accountable and 
made to conform to moral standards that society 
deems best for its members, why should anyone be
concerned about the rights of others or justice or. 
equality? It we are all on a grand evolutionarY, · 
course, then Charles Darwin was right. Survival of .. 
the fittest becomes our creed, not pretensions to···· 
things "noble," whatever that may mean. ·· 

If I am more "fit" (or have more power) than 
others, why should I not seek to use that power to .. 
advance my own "values"? . . 

This is what the debate in this political year is all ·' 
about: Whose values, whose philosophy, whose mar:· 
al vision for America will prevail? That's what···· 
underlies the talk about "family values." Those who · ·•., 
remember what they really are would do well to ··. · 
challenge those who are trying to redefine them . : .". 
and expose their bogus and pragmatic philosop!)y .. : ·. 
for what it is and for where it inevitably leads. - ·-

Copyright 1992 Los Angeles Time& Syndicate · 
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Lexington: 

The Honor System of Washington and Lee is based on 
the fundamental principle that a spirit of trust 
pervades all aspects of student life. Students 
enjoy unparalleled academic and social freedom; 
they may schedule their own final examinations and 
take those exams unsupervised; personal property 
is generally safe on campus; and a student's word 
is accepted and respected both on campus and in 
the community. 

Upon assuming the presidency of Washington College 
in 1865, General Robert E. Lee stopped faculty 
visitation of dormitories and all other 
clandestine supervision of students' conduct. In 
its place, Lee established the positive, though 
unprinted, rule that students were to accept 
responsibility for their own conduct. 

Today, as in Lee's day, the freedom given to 
students stems from the understanding that persons 
attending this University will act honorably. 
Although this understanding has come to be known 
as the "Honor System," it is not a compilation of 
student regulations. Rather, the system is in 
essence one of mutual trust--trust among students, 
faculty, administrators, and townspeople that 
persons attending Washington and Lee will not lie, 
cheat, or steal. We do not think it is too much 
to ask that students do their own work, represent 
themselves truthfully, and claim only that which 
is their own. 

No violation of this trust is too small to be 
ignored, for we understand that honor is not 
measured by degree. Moreover, we understand that 
honor is not a trivial matter. The Honor System 
is not intended to govern minor infractions of the 
University's or society's regulations, but only 
acts that indicate a student is not worthy of 
trust by his or her peers. When you join the 
Washington and Lee community, you become a part of 
the Honor System. The system is not structured to 
work against students, nor is it designed to 
frighten honest students. What the Honor System 
does is create the kind of community that years of 
experience have told us is the most desirable. 
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The notion of an honorable community is closely 
related to our educational objectives, for we 
think that the teaching and learning process 
flourishes best in an environment where mutual 
trust and respect form the bedrock of 
relationships within the community. Every student 
at Washington and Lee has a major responsibility 
to the Honor System. It is imperative that we 
recognize our duty in protecting the Honor System 
and the Student Body. This is the finest 
expression of loyalty to a cherished tradition of 
honor among a community of self governing 
students. 

Per sons at tending Washington and Lee University 
must realize that our commitment to the principle 
of honor is firm. If you think that you can join 
us in upholding this principle, we welcome you to 
become a part of our community. Membership in our 
student body signifies your commitment to an honor 
system under which ignorance of that system is no 
excuse. If you do not believe in honorable 
conduct or are indifferent on the point, 
Washington and Lee is not the proper school for 
you. 

22- In a pamphlet which summarizes the Honor System, there 
is this paragraph: 

While President of Washington College, 
General Lee implemented a new understanding 
for behavior of students at the school. In 
asking the students of that time merely to 
behave as "gentlemen," he was asking for 
honesty, forthrightness, civility and 
courtesy in all their actions. Today, the 
same standard is expected of all students. 

23- On the front panel of the pamphlet are two quotes, one 
each by Washington and Lee. 

Washington: 

Lee: 

"Labour to keep alive in your breast 
that little spark of celestial fire 
called conscience." 

"Duty is the sublimest word in our 
language. Do your duty in all things. 
You cannot do more. You should never 
wish to do less." 
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Joe, 

You asked about the VMI honor code: 

It is simple in verbage but rigorous in enforcement. "A 
cadet does not lie, cheat, steal, nor tolerate those who do." 
The code was originated by cadets and belongs to the corps, 
not to the faculty. It is administered by an honor court of 
sixteen cadets. Their responsibility is to determine guilt. 
Once proven, there is one penalty--dismissal in disgrace. 

The execution of this dismissal may be unique. When the 
honor court finds a cadet guilty, he is removed from the 
Institute. During the night, the honor court summons a drum
mer from the cadet band. He begins a slow drum roll in the 
court yard of the barracks, rising in crescendo until all 
cadets are awake, and have formed on the stoops--balcony 
railings--overlooking the court yard at attention. The 
honor court then announces that Cadet has been found 
guilty of an honor code violation and has been removed in 
disgrace, never to enter the four walls of the barracks 
again NOR to have his name spoken on the lips of any cadet. 
Many cadets immediately return to their rooms and blacken out 
the individual's name from any roster they may have to 
ensure they do not violate the charge of the honor court. 
While stern to those without honor, the enforcement ensures 
the unblemished record of those whose names remain on VMI 
matriculation rolls. Each can be trusted for his word and his 
honor. 

You may be interested to know that Randolph Macon 
woman's College also has an honor code which adds plagarism 
and receiving help from unauthorized sources to the VMI code. 
In execution, it means that Tracy can take tests any time she 
desires, being bound to not disclose the test or results 
to others. While a good honor system, and one that could 
improve the integrity of most colleges, it is interesting to 
note that it takes twelve pages to explain it in the school 
bulletin, compared to eight sentences at VMI. Obviously, 
the legal types have worked arduously to "explain" the 
corn@cept of honor to its fullest. 



THE GIMLET EYE 

Of Hope and Anger 

I 
KEEP UP up to date with televi- time one ought to be angry'' (Nic. Eth. 
sion based upon what the young IV, 5). He also wrote that "Complai
children of my friends tell me. sance is the characteristic of a slave." 

From them I've learned that non-pre- First, then, we must correctly ideo
scription medications are now availa- tify the source of our anger, perhaps 
ble for the treatment of hemorrhoids, the most difficult task of all. Today, 

confused and often strike out blindly. 
As pre-school children, we expressed 

our anger by kicking, spitting, and bit
ing. As adults, we are generally less 
physical and therefore vent our frus
trations by arguing, cursing, com
plaining, assassinating character, and 
sometimes by drinking too much. 
Though healthier than bottling up re
sponses, such overt expressions are al
ways unproductive. Our extremely dif
ficult task is to determine how our 
anger and our wrath may be utilized 
in the right ways, at the right times, 
and against the right adversaries. 

vaginal yeast, constipation, diarrhea, we are only too familiar with anger H OW CAN we set realistic 
and morning breath. "What about for converted to wrath against the wrong goals so that our anger might 
anger?" I asked one of them. All I got persons. "Rap" music is one very obvi- achieve positive results? And 
in response was a vacuous, cross-eyed ous example. The police did not cause how can our answers to that question 
stare. the problems in our cities; they are not seem worthy of belief when so many 

From what I've read in the press, responsible for the deplorable state of worthwhile goals have been corrupted 
more Americans are suffering from public education or for the lack of em- into meaningless pap? Surely we al
anger than from all the other above- ployment opportunities. Misdirected ready lmow that we must strive to 
mentioned maladies put together. Yet anger, though at first sweet, "bitterly elect people to public office who will do 
no cure seems near at hand. What re- ere long back on itself recoils." more than follow ahead of us in their 
search is being conducted in the labs? Anger over those wl10 control our po- limousines. Unfortunately, the prob
Extraordinary amounts of federal litical system is nothing new. Walt lem is far more difficult than electing 
money have already been spent to Whitman, that gentle soul, became in- qualified people to public office, as
salve the problem. Undoubtedly, we've tensely displeased over the "bats and suming such people would actually 
applied it in the wrong places. night-bogs askant in the Capitol" (his run. We continue to ignore the neces-

In general tenns, anger is an emo- description of congressmen) and over sary qualifications for those who elect, 
tional reaction of hostility and tension "large masses of men following the as if no such requirements are needed. 
induced by frustration of a desire or a lead of those who do not believe in Unqualified voters do not elect quali.
goal. Internally, it causes a feeling of men." Bergen Evans observed that fied public officials. If we arc led by 
resentment, not always against the "Legislators who are of even average our noses as asses, that is our fault. If 
true source of the problem. Wrath re· intelligence stand out among their col- we remain prey to the insolent flat
suits when anger causes us to respond leagues," for "Leadership is more tery, false promises, and divisive tac
aggressively and with external effects. likely to be assumed by the aggressive tics of demagogues, that is our fault. 
Cardinal Manning considered anger to than by the able." As long as we remain uneducated and 
be "the executive power of justice." In The available sources for our anger uninformed, we will be ('Apes in Hell'j 
the late 1950s, British playwright seem endless. Jerry Brown's irrational manipulated and controlled by men 
John Osborne was asked why he and pronouncement that "everyone should who do not believe in men. 
his group of highly creative friends be a registered voter"; the daily state- We have been told that "education is 
were called the "Angry Young Men." ments of unelected President Marlin the key" to the point where those 
His answer was: "To be angry is to Fitzwater, for which there is no ac- words have lost any meaning. At the 
care!' countabilityj the scandals involving same time, we know that the fate of 

A good rule of thumb is, "When in savings-and-loan institutions, stock- any nation depends upon the educa
doubt, turn to Aristotle." If he had brokerage firms, banks, and medical- tion of its youth. Yes, we are angry be
nothing to say on a particular subject, care providers; just to name a few. It cause, deep down, we know that our 
it can't be that important. Concerning is no wonder that we are desperately political system, carelessly referred to 
anger, he wrote: "For those who do ,--------------------, as a democracy, has not provided 
not show anger at things that an educational system upon which 

as fools; so, too, if they do not show principles can be nurtured. But 
anger in the right way, at the right (),.,_ sadly, we have forgotten how to 
time, or at the right person .... it ~ labor and how to wait. The needs 
is not easy to determine in what ~;-: (~ _ of which we speak cannot be in-
manner, with what person, on stantly gratified, and, without that 
what occasion, and for how long a .-- knowledge, there can be no reason-

"f;,(ll able basis for hope. Anger without 

Mr. Toldeana is a lawyer practictng in 
Louisiana and Mississippi. '~Hey, Ferguson--think fast/" 

S6 NATIONAL REVIEW I AUGUST 17, 1992 

hope is like hunger without suste
nance. -BEN C. ToumANo 
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24- What General Lee wished to require of the students at 
Washington College in 1865 was nothing more than 
loyalty to Category One Truth and specifically 
adherence to the establishment commandments. 

25- For members of the royal family to fulfill their duties 
both individually and collectively requires a much more 
sophisticated system of honor than that produced by the 
unbeliever. 

26- This sophisticated system requires a knowledge of the 
Word of God and a complete understanding of the Plan of 
God. 

27- The Plan is designed to glorify God, magnify His Word 
and honor Jesus Christ. 

28- In order to fulfill these objectives the royal family 
must function free of division, discord and distrust. 

29- The method of accomplishing this is the application of 
an honor code which can only be learned through the 
consistent inculcation of the Scriptures. 

30- Once the honor code is learned, the ability 
royal family to function as a united force 
Angelic Conflict becomes possible. 

The Royal Family Honor Code 

of the 
in the 

~ 
~/ I. Introduction: 

1- The Royal Family Honor Code is a part of our Portfolio 
of Invisible Assets. 

2- The Portfolio contains four document files: 

A} Primary Assets: 

Par. 1: 
Par. 2: 

Escrow Assets for time and eternity. 
Computer Assets from the Divine Decrees 
including equal privilege and equal 
opportunity. 

B) Secondary Assets: 

Par. 1: Volitional assets related to positive 
volition toward doctrine. 

~~,E/);l,l'(o dE« e. '/)/ ~/)E ,hl/t> 4vf~." tY4-T/o,V,.?-~ 
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Par. 2: 

Par. 3: 

Par. 4: 
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Production assets. Christian service 
with reference to production from the 
divine power system. 

Suffering for blessing assets: 
providential preventive suffering, 
momentum testing, and evidence testing. 

Invisible impact assets: 

A. Personal impact (1) Direct from God 
through blessing by association and 
(2) indirect through the 
application of the royal family 
honor code. 

B. Historical impact through Pivot 
influence. 

C. International impact is the 
function of world-wide missions. 

C. Personnel Assets: 

Par. 1: Spiritual gifts. 

D. Unique Assets: 

Par. 1: 
Par. 2: 
Par. 3: 

Indwelling of God the Father. 
Indwelling of Jesus Christ. 
Indwelling of the Holy Spirit. 

~- The Royal Family Honor Code is a part of the Portfolio 
under Document File B (which contains the Secondary 
Assets), Paragraph 4 (which defines our Invisible 
Impact), Section A (which discusses our Personal 
Impact), and Subparagraph 2 (which involves God's 
Indirect Blessings to others through the honor code). 

3- Direct blessing is where a person is blessed directly 
by God because of that person's association with a 
mature believer. 

4- Indirect blessing is where a person is blessed by the 
mature believer from the source of his own prosperity 
which includes, time, love, wealth, intelligence, 
know-how, personality, encouragement, leadership, 
example and honor. 

5- The indirect application functions under principles 
which are developed through spiritual self-esteem. 
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6- In spiritual adulthood the believer becomes generous, 
thoughtful, considerate, humble, and pleasant. 
Therefore, he is an indirect blessing to others in 
sharing both his spiritual and material prosperity. 

7- The underlying principle which makes all the above 
applications possible among believers is the 
communication of absolute truth. 

8- This communication is accomplished by means of the 
power of the Holy Spirit, within the environment of 
spiritual self-esteem and through the modus operandi of 
the royal family honor code. 

Definition of terms: 

1- Sine qua non: 

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 2nd ed., s.v. 
11 sine qua non": 

An indispensable thing or condition; 
a necessity. 

Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, s.v. "sine 
qua non": 

An absolutely indispensable or essential thing. 

The Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. "sine qua non": 

Indispensable; 
essential. 
indispensable. 

absolutely necessary or 
Somebody or something 

Hook, J. N. The Grand Paniandrum. (New York: 
Macmillan Publishing Company, Inc., 1980), 322: 

if it is 
is being 
operate 

Something is a sine qua non 
absolutely essential, if whatever 
talked about could not exist or 
properly without it. 

Morris, William and Morris, Mary. 
Word and Phrase Origins. (New 
Publishers, Inc., 1977), 522: 

Morris Dictionary of 
York: Harper & Row, 

A phrase borrowed from Latin, meaning 
literally "without which nothing" but more 
freely "that which is indispensable." The 
original Latin was sine qua non potest esse-
"without which it is not possible to exist." 
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Some examples: The sine qua non of our reconciliation 
is the work of Jesus Christ on the cross; of our 
salvation is faith alone in Christ alone; of our 
fellowship with God is the filling of the Holy Spirit; 
of our spiritual growth is Bible doctrine metabolized; 
of our consistent application of the problem-solving 
devices is the environment of spiritual self-esteem; 
of our consistent execution of the plan of God 
regarding interpersonal relationships is the royal 
family honor code. 

The sine qua non for the Christian faith is Jesus 
Christ; for the Divine Academy of Spiritual Didactics 
is the truth; for the source of truth in Cosmos 
Diabolicus is the Bible; for the client nation to God 
is the Pivot. 

2- Truth: 

Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, s.v. 
">ALn'ThEIA": 

1. That which has certainty in the sense of being 
firm, solid, valid and binding. 

Truth is said to be "in Jesus" in Ephesians 4:21. 
It is associated with an eternal gospel in 
Galatians 2:5, • we did not yield in 
subjection to them for even an hour, so that the 
truth of the gospel might remain with you." 

Hypocrisy is said to distort the validity of the 
gospel in verse 14, ". I saw that they were 
not straightforward about the truth of the 
gospel." 

Truth, in the sense of being firm, solid and 
binding, when carried over into one's modus 
operandi, produces a lifestyle of honesty and 
integrity. This emerges in 2 John 4, "I was very 
glad to find some of your children walking in 
truth," and in 3 John 3, "I was very glad when 
brethren came and bore witness to your truth, that 
is, how you are walking in truth." 

That such a lifestyle is based on divine 
righteousness can be seen in Ephesians 4:24, "put 
on the new self (maximum truth metabolized 
resulting in the construction of an edification 
complex in the soul), which in the likeness of God 
has been created in righteousness and holiness of 
the truth." 
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2. Another concept that emerges from ALn'ThEIA is 
that of reality. Not only is truth firm, solid 
and binding, it constitutes what we call reality. 

It should be pointed out that the lie, or 
PsEUADOS also constitutes a state of reality. 
Satan's sine qua non is just as real as is God's. 
The issue lies in which reality one will choose as 
a lifestyle. 

The issue in the Angelic Conflict is not that 
truth is reality and the lie is an illusion. Both 
are real, both function and operate within a 
system. Thus the challenge for the soul of Homo 
sapiens is not the choice of reality over non
reality but the choice of one system over another. 
Will you choose to function within the reality of 
God's system called truth or within the reality of 
Satan's system characterized by the lie? 

The soul will accept either system but not both 
simultaneously. We have noted from Ephesians 4 
that we are born into Satan's system but through 
the assets imputed at salvation have the power to 
make the transformation over to God's system. 

v 22 = 

v 23 = 

v 24 = 

v 25 = 

In reference to your former manner of 
life, you lay aside the old self (a 
modus operandi based on the reality of 
the lie), which is being corrupted in 
accordance with the lusts of deceit, 

Pf ;.:cfJ.-
And that you be renewed (transformation 
from one reality to another) in the 
spirit of your mind, 

And put on the new self ( a modus 
operandi based on the reality of the 
truth), which in the likeness of God has 
been created in righteousness and 
holiness of the truth. 

Therefore, having laid aside the lie 
(while simultaneously putting on the 
truth), each one of you speak the truth 
with his fellow believer, since we are 
members of one another. 

Satan's system is real; it has real policy, real 
thought, real action and real modus operandi. And 
it reaps real misery. Hosea 8:7, "They sow the 
wind, and they reap the whirlwind." 
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The whirlwind is the justice of God directed 
towards those who either refuse to renew their 
souls or have become members of the royal family 
but have defected through reversionism. The 
whirlwind is described in rather explicit detail 
in Romans 1: 

v 18 = 

v 19 = 

v 20 = 

v 21 = 

v 22 = 

v 23 = 

v 24 = 

v 25 = 

The wrath of God (the whirlwind) is 
revealed from heaven against all 
ungodliness and unrighteousness (this is 
the lie), who suppress the truth in 
unrighteousness, 

because that which is known about God 
(reality of the truth) is evident within 
them; for God made it evident to them. 

For since the creation of the world His 
invisible attributes are clearly 
understood being made known through the 
things He has created, namely, both His 
divine omnipotence and His divine 
essence. (Teleological: design, and 
Cosmological: cause and effect.) 

Because when they knew God (G/C), they 
did not honor Christ as God (-V@GH) nor 
did they feel obligated to thank Him; in 
fact, they received worthless thought 
and their ignorant right lobes were 
darkened (BOS). 

Although they claimed to be wise, they 
became fools, 

and they exchanged the essence of the 
incorruptible God (God is truth) for an 
image in the form of corruptible 
mankind, of birds, of animals and of 
reptiles. 

Therefore, God delivered them over in 
the lusts of their right lobes, to 
immoral status that their bodies might 
be degraded among themselves. 

T~ey who exchanged the truth of God 
( ALn'ThEIA) for the lie (PsEU~DOS), and 
who both worship and serve the creature 
rather than the Creator (bumper sticker: 
"In goddess we trust"). 
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What follows in verses 26-32 is an analysis of the 
realities which confront those who reject truth 
and live the lie. This ordeal is defined as being 
a judicial whirlwind from the justice of God in 
Romans 2: 

v 2 = We know that the judicial verdict of God 
rightly falls upon those who practice 
such things. 

Obviously then, those who practice the reality of 
the truth enjoy real blessings while those who 
practice the reality of the lie must endure real 
discipline. 

3. >ALn'ThEIA can also be associated with the 
inculcation of truth, the sine qua non of the 
divine curriculum. 1 Peter 1: 

v 22 = Since you have in obedience to the truth 
(+V toward the divine curriculum) 
purified your souls resulting in 
unconditional love of the brethren, 
constantly love one another from the 
source of your right lobe. 

1 Timothy 2:4 = God desires all men to be 
saved and to come to the 
knowledge of the truth. 

The reversionist --believer and unbeliever is 
unable to learn the truth since he has bought the 
lie. 2 Timothy 3: 

Y 7 = Always learning and never able to come to the 
knowledge of the truth. 

We have noted in the key passage of our Civil 
Disobedience study that rejection of the truth 
results in believing the lie. 2 Thessalonians 2: 

v 10 = 

v 11 = 

By means of all deception and 
unrighteousness to those who are gang 
agley: being led astray, deprived, 
ruined, destroyed because they have not 
received the love of the truth that they 
might be saved. 

And so for this reason, God sends them 
the modus operandi of delusion and error 
so that they believe the lie. 
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in order that they all might be 
condemned because they have not believed 
the truth but because they have taken 
pleasure in unrighteousness. 

Absence of truth leads to arrogance, ignorance, 
controversy, emotional sins, and friction among 
those who are controlled by the lie. 1 Timothy 6: 

v 3 = 

v 4 = 

v 5 = 

If anyone advocates a different doctrine 
(rejection of truth) and does not agree 
with sound words, those of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, and with the doctrine 
conforming to godliness (i.e., those who 
believe the lie), 

he is conceited (ag) and understands 
nothing (ignorant of truth), but he has 
a morbid interest in controversial 
questions and disputes about words, out 
of which arise envy, strife, abusive 
language, evil suspicions, (~M .SiiJS) 

and constant friction between men of 
depraved mind, deprived of the truth. 

An example of controversy which leads to stress in 
the souls of immature believers can be found in 
2 Timothy 2: 

v 18 = Men who have gone astray from the truth 
saying that the resurrection has already 
taken place, and thus have upset the 
faith of some. 

4. >ALn'ThEIA becomes the means by which believers 
may identify the faculty of the Cosmic and Divine 
Academies. 1 John 4: 

v 5 = 

v 6 = 

They are from the world; therefore they 
speak as from the world and the world 
listens to them. 

We are from God; he who knows God 
listens to us; he who is not from God 
does not listen to us. By this we know 
the spirit of truth and the spirit of 
error. 

(See Doc: C:\WP\JBG\90SP-J4.58 for continuation of study at p. 1141.) 
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Consequently, the Scriptures are designed for 
those who through faith in Christ have enrolled in 
the Divine Academy and have withdrawn from the 
Cosmic Academy. 1 John 2: 

v 21 = I have not written to you because you do 
not know the truth (i.e., a student in 
the Cosmic Academy), but because you do 
know it (a student in the Divine 
Academy), and because no lie is of the 
truth. 

5. A Greek-Engliyh Lexicon of the New Testament, 2nd 
ed., s.v. " ALn'ThEIA": 

Truthfulness, dependability, uprightness in 
thought and deed; to tell the truth as per 
Ephesians 4:25. The content of Christianity as 
the absolute truth. Truth has the strongly 
practical side, which expresses itself in virtues 
like righteousness and holiness as per Ephesians 
4:24. Reality. 

The conclusions from our definitions so far are 
that truth is the sine qua non for: 

1. The Scriptures 
2. The Divine Academy 
3. The Royal Family Honor Code 

For 

Absolute: 

a truth to be 

zt- l?cvt.eweiJ 
a truth it must be an absolute. 

sre.~oy ~6"71-1. c.i)/tll</ ]TJ eo tl'l/. 

Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 2nd ed., s.v. 
"absolute": 

Free from imperfection; perfect. Positive, 
certain. Free from limit, restriction or 
qualification. Determined in itself and not 
by anything outside itself; intrinsic. 

The American Heritage Dictionary, s.v. "absolute": 

Philosophy: Something regarded as the 
ultimate basis of all thought and being. 
Something regarded as independent of and 
unrelated to anything else. 

Unadulterated, unconditional and unqualified. 
Perfect, complete, independent, positive, certain • 
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